A non-stationary optimal smoothing filter for digital nuclear medicine image data, degraded by Poisson noise, has been derived and applied to temp* ral simulated and clinical gated blood pool study (GBPS) data. The derived filter is automatically calculated from a large group (library) of similar GBPS which are representative of all studies acquired according to the same protocol in a defined patient population (the ensemble). The filter is designed to minimize the mean-square difference between the filtered data and the true image values; it provides an optimal trade-off between noise reduction and signal degradation for members of the ensemble.
Introduction
Nuclear medicine image data are degra.ded by Poisson noise, which, in principle, can be reduced by increasing the dose of radioisotope or by counting for a longer time. In practice, however, the isotope dose is often limited by safety considerations and also by the counting speed of the gamma camera, while the duration of imaging is limited by the ability of the patient to remain still for extended periods of time.
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Another approach to the reduction of Poisson noise is to combine information from different digital picture elements (pixels) within the same patient study. This approach, called filtering, is valid only to the extent that there is some statistical relationship between the count rates of the different pixels. Such a relationship cannot be determined by examining a single patient study, but it can be computed from a large database of nuclear medicine scans acquired according to a common protocol.
In this paper, we introduce a new method for filtering nuclear medicine image data. Our filter is a member of the class of linear, non-stationary, digital filters.
Thus, the filtered image values are linear combinations of the raw data values where the appropriate combination is determined separately for each pixel. Within this class, our filter is optimal in the sense that it minimizes the mean-square error in the filtered image data. In the expression 'mean-square error', the mean, or average, is taken over an ensemble consisting of all possible nuclear medicine studies obtained from a defined group of patients according to some definite protocol. The notion of an ensemble includes the a priori probabilities of different disease states, organ size, and acquisition parameters. In this paper we adopt the viewpoint that any particular patient study has been drawn at random from such an ensemble. Thus, the filter is selected to minimize the mean-squa.re error in the filtered study values of any study in the ensemble.
The filter that minimizes the mean-square error is shown herein to depend on the statistical properties of the ensemble. Specifically, the required properties are the ensemble average of the expected number of counts in each pixel and the ensemble covariance of the expected numbers of counts for each pixel pair. (An advantage of using the mean-square error criterion is that only the first and second moments of the ensemble are required to derive the optimal filter.) Fortunately, these statistical properties need not be known a priori, since they can be determined from a large library or database of studies that are representative of the ensemble in question. (One subtlety here is that each study in the library is itself noisy, but we show that the required statistical properties can be estimated from a sufficiently large library despite the noise.)
The reader may here raise the objection that a given pixel or pair of pixels does not have the same anatomical significance in different studies (even of the same patient), since the placement of the camera cannot be perfectly precise. Nevertheless, when a given protocol is in use, that protocol includes some definite procedure for aiming the camera. Noise in this procedure (which we specifically model in the computersimulation studies reported here) is dealt with in the same way as all other aspects of patient variability: by averaging over a large database of studies performed according to some definite protocol.
Thus, we determine an optimal filter directly from measurements made on a large database of studies typical of those to which the filter will be applied. The determination of the filter from t,he database is completely automatic with no arbitra.ry decisions or adjustable parameters. The performance of the filter improves as the database grows, in that a larger database better represents the ensemble and also attenuates the impact of the noise on the estimates of the ensemble statistical properties.
Linear filters commonly applied to nuclear medicine image data to attenuate Poisson noise have been reviewed
by Todd-Pokropek and DiPaola (1980) and include low-pass filtering, finite convolution masks and 'non-stationary' variable smoothing. Low-pass filters and finite convolution masks belong to the general class of stationary (spatially-invariant) filters. By definit,ion, then, the relationship between the count rates of two different pixels is arbitrarily restricted to being a function of only the distance between them. Each filtered image value, therefore, represents a linear combination of the image data in which equidistant pixel values are weighted equally, regardless of their true statistical relationships to the pixel in question. Furthermore, a single, arbitrarily selected set of weights is used to calculate each filtered image value from the degraded data. Barber and Mallard (1971) attempted to optimize the linear combination of the degraded image data in their stationary low-pass filter by selecting those weights that minimized the mean-square error in the filtered image data. In their work, the mean is taken over the ensemble of all possible identically repeated images of a single patient. With this definition of the ensemble, the optimal weights are shown to depend on the energy spectrum of the expected image data. Since this energy spectrum is unknown, it must be modelled arbitrarily. Furthermore, this is a stationary filter and, again, a single set of weights is assumed to be optimal for each pixel in the image regardless of regional variation.
Non-stationary, variable smoothing algorithms, developed by Pizer and Vetter (1969) and modified by Gustaffson and Pizer (1975) , permit data in equidistant pixels to contribute to each filtered image value according to regional variation. When their approach is used, each filtered image value is ca.lculated as a linear combination of only those neighbouring pixel values determined to have a high statistical probability of representing a homogeneous region of the image. Since the statistical relationship between data of neighbouring pixels must be determined from a single image, arbitrary and adjustable parameters of regional homogeneity are invoked t,o determine the extent of spatial averaging. Furthermore, the linear combination of the 'homogeneous' data points is arbitrarily determined, with pixel values frequently weighted as a function of their distance from the pixel being evaluated.
As emphasized above, the filter proposed here is uniquely determined by the statistical properties of the specific ensemble of patient studies to which it will be applied. These properties depend not only on the characteristics of the patient population but also on the acquisition protocol (radioisotope dose and duration of acquisition). The filter computed is, therefore, a function of these parameters. In particular, the optimal filter will smooth the data more when the total number of counts in a typical study is fewer. (Because the filter is non-stationary, it also adjusts the degree of smoothing on a regional basis.) It is interesting to note that the same problem (and the same solution) arises in vision a t low levels of light, when photon noise sets the limits of visual resolution in time and space. Smoothing is indeed accomplished by the retina and the amount of smoothing (in both time and spa.ce) is greatest a low levels of light. For an analysis of this phenomenon and its relationship to the work described here, see Peskin et a1 (1975) .
Theory
The theory of the optimal filter used in this work has been reported by Hull (1984) and by Peskin et a1 (1985) . Since these references are not readily available, we give a summary of the theory here. This summary will include a careful formulation of the problem, since that is essential to understanding our approach, but the rest of the presentation will omit algebraic manipulation and concentrate on results.
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Formulation of ihe problem
As discussed in the introduction, we consider an ensemble of possible patient studies.
(The ensemble may be infinite; it should not be confused with a finite database of representative studies of patients selected from the ensemble.) We consider a particular patient drawn at random from the ensemble. When this patient is scanned, the resulting counts are partitioned into bins called pixelst. We number the pixels in some arbitrary order and designate a particular pixel by the subscript p = 1 , 2 , . . . , P .
Let N p be the number of counts recorded in pixel p . Note that Np is a non-negative integer. The vector N = ( N I . . . N p ) contains the raw data that we intend to filter.
We remark that the integers Np are random variables for two separate reasons. First, the patient study in question was selected at random from the ensemble. Second, for a given patient, the process of radioactive decay is fundamentally random, so a repeat study conducted on the same patient under identical conditions will not yield the same results.
If, however, the same study is identically repeated many times on the same patient, and the results are averaged, then we obtain a vector of expected count numbers characteristic of the patient U = (U1 . . . U p ) . Our goal is to estimate these numbers from a single scan N = ( N I . . . N p ) on the patient in question.
From the physics of radioactive decay it is known that, given U , the random variables N satisfy the Poisson distribution The practical determination of up and cPpq from (noisy) data will be discussed below.
For now we assume that this statistical information is given.
As mentioned above, our goal is to estimate U from N . Let V be the filtered estimate of U . We consider a linear filter of the form:
t In this section, a pixel is simply an arbitrary region of space, time, or space-time, in which radioactive disintegration events have been counted. Thus the filtering considered here may be spatial, temporal, or spati-temporal. The theory covers all three cases.
where Hpq and bp are to be chosen to minimize the mean-square error in pixel p :
The expected value in this formula is taken over both stochastic processes: the random selection of a patient and the physical random process that generates the counts N,. This can be made explicit by writing e; as follows: [(v, -v,) '~v].
(7)
In this formula, the inner expected value gives the mean-square error (in pixel p ) for a particular patient study (characterized by U1 . . . U,), and the outer expected value averages over all patient studies in the ensemble.
Evaluating and minimizing the error
Our approach is to evaluate e; for arbitrary bp and Hp4. Then we minimize the resulting expression with respect to bp and H p q . It turns out that the optimal choice of bp is b~= -C H , , V 9 + V p . where Q and Q are defined above (equations (3) and (4)) and where 6 9 9~ = 1 if q = q' and 0 otherwise. Minimization of this expression for e; with respect to Hp4 yields the following system of equations for the optimal H , which we denote by H;q: Combining these results, we see that which is the required measure of the mean-square error for pixel p (the mean being taken over all patient studies in the ensemble).
Next, we consider the two components of the mean-square error, the expected within-patient variance and the mean-square bias. Note that the error, V, -U,, may be broken down as follows v, -UP = (V, --wPlVl) + (JWPIUl -UP). ( 
15)
The expression E[V,IU] is the result of averaging many filtered versions of identically repeated studies of the same patient. Therefore the first term in the foregoing is the noise that remains after filtering while the second measures the inaccuracy. Squaring both sides and taking the expected value over the ensemble, we obtain In fact, the cross term is zero. To see t,his, compute the outer expected value in two steps: take the expectation for a given patient and then take the expectation over the ensemble of patients. In the first step, the factor (E[V,IU] -V,) is deterministic, and the expectation of the other factor gives E [V,IU] 
The first term on the right is the expected within-patient variance, and the second term is the mean-square bias. Note that this result is completely independent of the manner in which V, is derived from the data ( N I . . . N p ) .
To illustrate the meaning of these two components of the error, we remark that it is very easy to construct a filter in which either the within-patient variance or the mean-square bias (but not both) is zero for all patient studies in the ensemble. Incidentally, this expression is valid for all filters H p q , and not just for the optimal filter Hpq = H i q .
Finally, the mean-square bias of the optimal filter is given by the difference between the mean-square error and the expected within-patient variance:
q The three error expressions are summarized in table 1. 
Estimates of q5 and from noisy data
For all of the foregoing to be of any use, it is necessary that we have a method for estimating q5 and g . These estimates cannot be obtained directly from t'he definitions, since we do not measure U directly but only N . Let us assume that we have acquired a library or database of patient studies N i l i = 1,. . . , L , drawn at random from the ensemble.
We now propose the following estimates for g and 4:
. L
We remark that the latter expression looks like an estimate of 4 alone. In fact, however, the extra diagonal terms h p , q t L emerge from the fluctuations in N . Rote, too (1985) is incorrect.) Thus, from a sufficiently large database of representative patient studies, we can estimate the statistical properties of the ensemble needed to compute the optimal filter.
In the evaluation of the optimal filter derived here, a computer simulated ensemble with an infinite number of possible patient studies is devised. In any selected study the Up, therefore, are known and can be used to calculate estimates of up and q !~~~ dependent on the number of studies in the library but not degraded by Poisson noise.
The formulae for these estimates, denoted Viheor L and q5;For L , are and Despite the absence of Poisson noise, these estimates of the ensemble statistical properties still improve as the library size increases since a larger library better represents the entire ensemble.
Computational aspects
We consider here the particular situation in which the covariance matrix 4 is sparse (has mostly zero elements) or can be approximated by a sparse matris. For example, we might replace by zero any element of 4 whose absolute value is less than some threshold. In such a case, the matrix H with elements Hpq will still be dense, so it pays to avoid the computation and storage of H . To see how this may be done, we first summarize the optimal filter equations in matrix-vector notation. The equation for the reconstruction V is
where H is the solution of the matrix equation
We can use this equation to elimimte H from t,he equation for V . To do this we set 
Size of the computational problem
First consider the computation and storage of the matrix 4 + D ( u ) . Let ea,ch study contain P pixels and let L be the library size. (Recall the general definition of pixel that is used here. In a space-time study with F temporal frames and with a spatial grid P, x Pyl the number of pixels in the study is P = P,P,F.) Then the matrix 
Verification protocol
Experimental verification of the optimal filter was performed using both computersimulated and clinical GBPS data. In this work the GBPS consists of 28 sequential images (temporal frames) of the beating heart representing a complete cardiac cycle. Therefore, each 64 x 64 pixel image contains the projection of the patient's heart during a specific interval of ventricular ejection or filling. The following steps were required for both the clinical and simulated patient ensembles.
1. Definition of the patient population and data acquisition protocol comprising each 2. Random selection of libraries of patient studies to represent each ensemble. Poisson-degraded study data.
Computer-simulated ensemble
The computer simulation of GBPS data used here has been previously described in detail by Hull (1984) . Briefly, the simulated patient population consists of 30 different 'ventricles' generated from ten different s e p e n c e s of contracting and expanding cylinders, each with three different contraction patterns defined below. Ten cylinders of equal height and diameter were selected to span the range of volumes from 5.4 to 347.6 cm3 (table 2). Each sequence was then constructed by assigning one of the ten cylinders to each of 28 frames. This assignment was not arbitrary but was based on patient, data: ten t,ypical patienh were selected and their global (background-corrected) ventricular time activity curves were mapped into volume curves by assuming that volume is proportional to total (background-corrected) ventricular counts. Then, for each of the ten patients, the cylinder with a volume closest to those of t,he patient's vent,ricle in each of the 28 frames was selected, thereby defining ten different sequences of 28 frames.
The relative position of the cylinders in each sequence was determined to simulate each of three different cont,raction pat,terns; concentric contraction, no contraction of the right wall (lateral wall akinesis) and concentric contraction with translation. The ten sequences, each with three different contraction patterns provided 30 different simulated 'ventricles'.
Random positioning of the sequence of cylinders within the central region of the images to simulate random patient positioning was accomplished using a Gaussian distribution with parameters determined from patient data. This resulted in an infinite number of different simulated GBPS.
The data acquisition protocol defines the dose of radioisotope, the duration of image acquisition and imaging sensitivity. If the expected image data,
where dVi represents the volume of the cylinder that projects onto pixel p (dimensions measured to be 0.43 cm x 0.43 cm), then C, the constant of proportionality, and B , the background activity, determine the acquisition protocol.
C was selected to equal 26 732 counts/cm3 and B to equal 50 counts so that the dVi were mapped into count rates typical of clinical GBPS data.
To generate Poisson-degraded image data, N j from the expected image data, U;, the fact that the normal distribution approximates the Poisson distribution for expected values greater than 15 (Fishman 1978) was used. All U; were greater than 50 counts and, therefore, were mapped into normally distributed random variables with mean variance equal to U; (Maisel and Gnugnoli 1972) . The resulting random variables were rounded to obtain integer values of N j and stored in mock patient files using software supplied by Digital Equipment Corporation.
Libraries of 50, 100, 200 and 400 different Poisson-degraded simulated studies were generated. This was accomplished by repeated random selection of a 'ventricle', which was then randomly positioned in the central region of the sequence of images. Larger libraries were formed by combining new studies with the members of the smaller libraries.
Estimates of the statistical properties required for optimal temporal filtering were calculated using each of the four libraries and the equations derived in the previous section. These estimates are denoted 4est L and L , where L equals the number of studies used.
In the equations for the optimal filter, each filtered estimate, Vi, is seen to depend on up and 4pn. A single spatiotemporal filter could have been defined by letting Q vary over all of the spatial pixels in all of the 28 temporal frames. Another possibility would have been to derive 28 different optimal spatial filters (one for each temporal frame) by allowing q t o vary over only those pixels within a single temporal frame. In this work, however, an optimal temporal filter was derived for the time-activity curve data (TAC) in each of 62 spatial pixels (one filter for each TAC). The p and Q subscripts in the equations, therefore, took the values 1 , . . . , 28, representing the different temporal images in each study for the selected spatial pixel. The selected spatial pixels included rows 32 and 33, columns 20 through 50, since these were the spatial pixels most likely to represent the projected left ventricle in both the clinical and simulated GBPS. Because of limited computer storage space, only G2 temporal filters were computed. (All work was performed on a PDP 11/34A, Digital Equipment Corporat,ion.) Spatial filtering was not performed, and no attempt was made to view the filt,ered images. Instmead, the accuracies of the filtered time-activity curves were assessed as described below, see equations (33) (34) where U, represents the expected image data of the filtered study. The mean-square errors obtained using each optimal filter were then averaged over the four filtered studies to generate the average mean-square error in the filtered estimates (AMSEV) for each of the four filters. Similarly, the average mean-square error in the raw data was calculated. For comparison, a simple Fourier filter consisting of the sum of the Fourier fundamental (a sinusoidal curve with frequency equal to the patient's heart rate and with amplitude and phase chosen so that the filtered signal is as close to the unfiltered data as possible in a mean-square sense) and the average value of the data (Links et a1 1980) was also applied to the 62 TAC in each of the four studies. The average mean-square error in the Fourier-filtered estimates was then calculated using the expected image data as above.
Six additional simulated studies were then filtered using the optimal filters estimated from libraries of 200 and 400 Poisson-degraded studies and 400 non-degraded studies to obtain mean-square errors averaged over ten studies for these filters. The mean-square errors in the raw data and Fourier-filtered data then were averaged over the same ten studies for comparison. Average 'ventricular' mean-square errors for each filter were obtained by averaging the mean-square error over only those spatial pixels containing 'ventricle' in each of the ten studies.
The equations derived in the theory section (see table 1) were then used to estimate the mean-square error, and its two components: the mean-square bias and the expected within-patient variance from both the theoretical and Poisson-degraded estimates of the optimal temporal filters ( L = 400) for each pixel in the 62 TAC. These error estimates for each pixel were then averaged over the 28 pixels in each TAC and over the 62 spatial pixels (i.e. over the 62 TAC) to obtain a single average value for each component of the error in each case. This procedure yields an estimate of the expected errors in the filtered data of a randomly selected member of the ensemble.
Clinical ensemble
The clinical ensemble was defined as the collection of all patient studies that had been or would be acquired with a standard protocol (Green et a1 1975) using a single imaging system at the Hospital of the Albert Einstein College of Medicine. From this infinite ensemble a finite sample of studies can be drawn for calculation of the optimal filters.
The standard acquisition protocol specifies blood pool labelling, patient positioning and data acquisition, and is described in detail by Hull (1984) . In summary, the patient's red blood cells are most often labelled with 6.7-7.4 x 10' Bq (18-20 mCi) of technetium 99-m. 64 X 64 pixel images are then obtained with the cardiac structures centred in the left anterior oblique view which best separates the left and right ventricles. EKG-gated acquisition organizes the data into 28 temporal frames collected over many heart beats.
Libraries of studies representing the ensemble were generated based on the assumption that the arrival of a particular patient for a study represents a random process. Thus, inclusion of all studies acquired with the standard protocol and imaging system during the period from January 1983 to April 1984 was assumed to provide a ra.ndom sample of all studies in the ensemble. Combined with these studies were 160 studies randomly selected from those acquired during the period April 1984 to July 1984. Libraries of 100, 200, 400 and 800 studies then were generated by including studies from the above sample, starting with the most recently acquired studies, until the desired library size was attained.
Each of the four libraries was used to est,imate the statistical properties, 4est L and D(V)est ' . As for the computer simulated ensemble, an optimal temporal filter was calculated for the TAC data in each of the same 62 spatial pixels (one filter for each TAC). It was not possible to evaluate the relative error in their clinical estimates since the expected ima.ge data were not available for calculation of theoretical stat,istical properties.
Thirteen patients, referred to the Department of Nuclear Medicine at the Hospital of the Albert Einstein College of Medicine for routmine GBPS, received from 5 to 10 sequential repeat studies, which could be averaged to provide estimates of the expected image data. The repeat studies were acquired by immediately restarting computer acquisition upon completion of the previous study until ten repeats were obtained or the patient requested to stop. (Informed consent was obtained.) Among the 13 patients, 8 received 10 repeat studies, 2 received 9, 2 received 6, and 1 received 5.
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Averages of the repeat studies were calculated for each patient and rounded to the nearest integer to be stored in mock patient filters for comparison to the optimally filtered individual patient studies. These rounded averages are denoted A,.
To evaluate the effect of library size on the filtered estimates, a single study was selected from the middle of each set of repeat studies and optimally filtered using the statistical properties estimated from 100, 200, 400 and 800 GBPS. The mean-square error in the filtered TAC data was then estimated for each filtered study using the equation:
. 28
where A, represents the average of the patients' repeat studies rounded to the nearest integer. The estimated mean-square error in the raw data was calculated for each patient as:
.
28
The estimated mean-square error in Fourier-filtered data was determined as:
Averages of the estimated mean-square errors over all 13 pa.tient#s were determined for each optimal filter, the Fourier filter and the raw data. For reasons that will become clear, the formulae given in table 1 were not used to estimate the mean-square error, the mean-square bias and the expected within-patient variance of these optimal filters. likely to cont,ain 'ventricle' than i n those likely to represent background activity. In those spatial pixels that never cont,ain ventricle C#I is small, since the expected value of the background activity is a constant. (50 counts). As a result, relative errors as high as 45% are not uncommon i n these pixels. The mean-square error in the estimates of the simulated ensemble's statistical properties can be seen to decrease approximately as the cube root of the number of st,udies used in their estimation.
Results
Computer-simulated ensemble
The average mean-square error in the filtered TAC data (AMSEV) of four simulated studies filtered with each of the eight optimal filters calculated for the simulated ensemble are shown as a f u n d o n of library size (figure 2). For comparison, the average mean-square error in both the Fourier-filtered data and the raw data are included. Examination of figure 2 reveals that more than 130 studies are needed in the library from which the filter is derived to reduce the average mean-square error in the "optimally" filtered data to less than that in the raw data. The apparent paradox that the raw d a t a can be better than the "optimally" filtered data is discussed below. Libraries of more than 280 studies are required to improve upon the Fourier filter on the average. It is also noted that the average mean-square error in the theoretically filtered data is essentially constant for libraries of more than 150 studies. This suggests that the ensemble is adequately represented by this number of studies. In addition, the average mean-square error in optimally filtered data, obtained using statistical properties estimated from degraded data, appears to approach asymptotically its theoretical limit as the library size increases.
The apparent paradox that the 'optimally' filtered data can be worse than the raw data is explained as follows. When the library size is too small, the estimates of the ensemble statistical properties that are used to derive the allegedly optimal filter are unreliable. There are two distinct reasons for t,his. First,, a small library may not be representative of the ensemble from which it has been drawn. Second, the estimates derived from a small library are excessively perturbed by Poisson noise.
The 'theoretical' filter of figure 2 suffers from the first of these difficulties but not the second. Comparison shows t,hat most of the trouble comes from the Poisson noise. In summary a true optimal filter will, of course, yield results with smaller mean-square errors than the raw data, but a large library of patient studies is needed to obtain a reliable estimate of the true optimal filter.
Averages of the mean-square errors in filtered versions of the ten simulated studies and the Fourier filter. The average mean-square errors in filtered estimates of the simulated temporal ensemble's expected time-activity curves decrease with the use of optimal filters estimated from a larger library. The average mean-square errors in the raw data and Fourier-filtered curves demonstrate the library sizes required to reduce further Poisson noise using optimal filters. Finally, the average mean-square errors in the theoretically filtered data demonstrate the theoretical limit of the optimal filters at each library size. (The error bars represent the standard deviation in the average meansquare errors.) (g))400, and from the library of 400 non-degraded studies ( $ + D (~) ) " e o ' 400, were used. The mean-square errors in the Fourier-filtered data and raw data, averaged over the ten studies are included for comparison. The mean-square error in each set of filtered studies, averaged over only those spatial pixels containing 'ventricle', are also included in table 3. The average 'ventricular' mean-square errors are greater than their respective errors averaged over all 62 spatial pixels, probably because the errors are absolute, not relative. Table 3 also reveals that the standard deviation in the mean-square error in the Fourier-filtered data, averaged over ten simulated studies, is much greater than the standard deviation in the optimally filtered data obtained with a library of 400 simulated studies. This indicates that the Fourier filter provides very inconsistent results: on some studies it performs very well, while on others very poorly. The actual range in the 'ventricular' mean-square errors in the Fourier-filtered data was from a low of 10.18 to a high of 120.00 corresponding to a range of 18.39 to 56.78 in the optimally filtered data obtained with statistical properties estimated from 400 Poisson-degraded simulated studies.
The optimal filter estimated from 400 Poisson-degraded studies reduced the average mean-square error by 65%. To achieve a similar decrease in the mean-square error, three identically repeated studies would need to be averaged, since averaging n repeat studies reduces the mean-square error due to Poisson noise by a factor of n. The theoretical limit of the optimal filters estimated from 400 studies is represented by a reduction in the average mean-square error in the theoretical optimally filtered data, Viheo' 400, of 83%. This is the reduction achieved by averaging 6 identically repeated studies. It is important to note that, while identically repeated studies are easily accomplished in the computer simulations, in actual patient studies, identical repeat studies require imaging for extended periods of time (3-6 times the acquisition time) considera.bly increasing the degradation due to patient motion. The mean-square error, the mean-square bias and expected within-patient variance predicted from both the set of optimal temporal filters estimated from 400 Poissondegraded studies and the set of filters estimated from 400 non-degraded studies using equations (17)-(19) are shown in table 4. Due to error in D(?7)400, was not non-negative definite. This resulted in artificially small estimates of the mean-square errors predicted from the Poisson-degraded estimates of the filter values. This proved to be a problem for all optimal filters estimated from Poisson degraded data, although it is anticipated that these difficulties would disappear if larger library sizes were used. Predictions of the expected within-patient variance using the optimal filters calculated from Poisson-degraded studies were reasonable, however. Since the mean-square bias is calculated as the difference between the expected within-patient va.riance and the mean-square error, it could not be predicted for the optimal filters estimated from Poisson-degraded studies either.
The predicted mea.n-square error, the mean-square bias and the expected withinpatient variance predicted from the theoretical optimal filters, ($ + D(u))theor 400, are not degraded by Poisson noise. The mean-square error in the data, %theor 400, averaged over ten studies of 12.92 can be seen to correlate well with the predicted value of 13.85.
If the average mean-square error in the studies filtered with ($ + D(c))400, 25.37, is used to calculate the bias in place of the unknown predicted value, the bias in these filtered estimates equals 6.32. This indicates that the Poisson noise in the estimates of the ensemble statistical properties leads predominantly to an increase in the withinpatient variance, which increases from 8.89 to 19.05, rather than to an increase in the bias in the filtered data, which increases from 4.96 to 6.32.
Clinical ensemble
Analysis of the error in the clinical studies depended on (rounded) averages of sequential repeat studies, A,, since the expected image data, V,, were unknown. Thus, the mean-square errors in the temporally filtered clinical data calculated using these averages are only estimates of the true mean-square errors. If the repeat studies were identically performed, i.e. without any patient motion or change in physiologic status, these averages ( A p ) would be unbia.sed and unblurred estimates of the expected image data. Unfortunately, the amount of time required to perform 5-10 sequential repeat studies (40 min to 1i h) was sufficiently long that patient immobility could not be assumed. Nevertheless, the patients were all volunteers and cooperative and it is believed that, while the sequential repeat studies do not represent identical repeat studies, they do provide reasonable estimates of the expected image data. Furthermore, use of A, to calculate the mean-square error in the optimally filtered data will tend to overestimate these errors. This is because A, itself contains residual Poisson noise (it is the average of only a finite, rather small: number of repeat studies), and this residual noise contributes to the calculated mean-square error. Thus, it is safe to assume that the true errors are at least as small as those obtained.
Although the relative error in the different estimates of the clinical ensemble's statistical properties could not be determined (because the exact values were unknown), filters estimated from larger libraries consistently provided filtered data with lower estimated mean-square errors. It is therefore deduced from the results that follow that estimates of the ensemble's statistical properties improve as the library size is increased, as expected. Mean-square errors estimated for filtered TAC of each patient and averages over all 13 patients for ea.ch filter are list8ed in table 5. These results demonstrate that the filtered data improves with filters estimated from larger libraries. Furthermore, optimal filters determined from as few as 200 studies produced filtered data with estimated mean-square errors consistently lower than the error in the raw data. In contrast to this, the Fourier filter provides considerably less consistent results. In four cases (patients 1,2,5,13), the Fourier filter performed slightly better than the optimal filter estimated from 800 studies. In another three cases, the Fourier filter resulted in radically large mean-square errors in the filtered data that were even greater than those in the raw data (patients 4,8,11) . These results are demonstrated graphically in a log-log plot of the estimated meansquare error for each filter, averaged over the 13 patient studies, as a function of library size L (figure 3). This figure demonstcrates that a library of greater than 140 studies is required t o achieve lower estima.ted average mean-square errors in the filtered d a t a than in the raw data.
A library of greater than 160 studies is required to improve upon the Fourier filter on the average. The standard deviation in these estimates of the average mean-square errors reflect the consistency of each filter's performance on randomly selected studies. It is readily apparent that the Fourier filter provides considerably less consistent results t.han the optimal filter.
The optimal temporal filt.ers, estimated from 400 and 800 clinical studies reduced the average estimated mean-square error by 56% and G3%, respectively. For comparison, one should note that a similar reduction in the error could in theory be achieved by averaging 2-3 identically repeated studies.
The predicted mean-square error, mean-square bias and the expected withinpatient variance were not computed from the clinical optimal filters. This could not be done because of the error in the estimates of the covariance function 4. An alternative method of estimating these parameters from the sets of repeat clinical studies, however, is the subject of a future paper.
Conclusions
Poisson noise degrades nuclear medicine image data. Practical considerations limit reduction of this noise by further increases in either the dose of radioisotope or the duration of image acquisition. A digital filter has been derived to minimize the meansquare error in filtered members of a predefined ensemble of studies. The filter is non-stationary and, therefore, handles each pixel individually depending on the statistical properties of the data. It provides an optimal trade-off between noise reduction (precision) and preservation of the expected image data (accuracy) for members of the ensemble.
This filter is a function only of statistical properties of the particular ensemble, requires no arbitrary decisions, and contains no adjustable parameters in its derivation or computation. The optimal filter is computed directly from a library of studies representative of the ensemble of studies to which it will be applied. The ensemble is specified by the patient population imaged and the imaging protocol. The library represents a random sample of the ensemble. Because of the use of the mean-square error criterion, only the mean and covariance of the library data are used in the construction of the optimal filter. Although the library size was varied in this work to demonstrate the effect, of library size on the estimates of the optimal filters and on the filtered studies, this must not be considered a variable parameter. The larger the library, the better it represents the actual ensemble and the less influence Poisson noise in the clinical studies has on the estimates of the ensemble statistical properties, 4 and D ( 0 ) . Thus, the largest library available should be used to generate the optimal filters for any clinical application.
T w o ensembles (one simula.ted and one clinical) were specified to examine the potential of the optimal filters. The computer-simulated ensemble, with known values of the expected image data, U,, revealed the theoretical limit of the filter possible with no Poisson noise in the estimates of the ensemble statistical properties. For this ensemble, the limit was a reduction in t,he average mean-square error in the temporal d a t a by 83%. A library of 400 Poisson-degraded simulated studies generated optimal temporal filters that reduced the average mean-square error in the data by 65%. These reductions are remarkably similar to those obtained in the clinical studies, where optimal temporal filters computed from 400 and $00 clinical patient studies reduced the estimated mean-square error by 5G% and G3% respectively. Recall that the clinical estimates of the mean-square error are actually overestimates, since in the clinical case the true study data are unknown and our estimate (obtained by averaging repeat studies) of the true study data contains residual Poisson noise which contributes to the reported errors. Thus the true performance of the clinical filter is better than it appears in this study.
Although it is theoretically possible to predict the mean-square error, the expected within-patient variance and, therefore, the mean-square bias directly from the optimal filters themselves, this proved not t,o be possible in the present instance for optimal filters calculated from Poisson-degraded studies due to error in the estimated covariance functions. (We anticipate that the use of larger library sizes will eliminate this problem.) Nevertheless, results from the simulated ensemble suggest that Poisson noise in the estimates of the optimal filters contributes to a greater increase in the within-patient variance than in the bias, thus preserving the accuracy in the filtered d a t a values. Note that the filtered dat,a were not evaluated with regard to their visual quality in the present study.
Comparison of the optimal filters to the most simple low-pass filter (the sum of the Fourier fundamental and average value) accentuates the differences between non-stationary and stationary techniques. The Fourier filter handles each pixel in each time-activity curve (TAC) in the same manner. Thus, its performance depends on the signal contained in the data. Sinusoidal TAC data will be very accurately represented with small mean-square errors. Other possible signals will be actually misrepresented with much larger mean-square errors. This explains the inconsistency of Fourier filtering in this study. While use of a greater number of harmonics will provide more accurate filtered estimates, the choice of the appropriate number of harmonics is somewhat arbitrary and is not optimal for each TAC in a study.
The optimal filters derived here do not address systematic degradations due to the imaging process or apparatus. Within the limitations imposed by these degradations, the optimal filters reduce the Poisson noise as much as possible without seriously compromising the accuracy of the filtered data (in a mean-square sense).
Our purpose in this paper has been to introduce the technique of ensemble-based optimal filtering and to demonstrate its feasibility. This demonstration has been limited to the case of temporal filtering only, and it remains to be seen how well the method will work in a spatial or spatiotemporal context. The examples given here were not generated with state-of-the-art computing equipment, and no attempt was made to optimize the Fortran code, so we are not yet in a position to assess the practical cost of optimal filtering or to make head-to-head comparison with other filtering techniques.
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Elaboration et vCrification d'un filtre optimal de lissage, non stationnaire, pour les donnkes des images de mCdecine nucldaire.
Les auteurs ont ClaborC un filtre optimal de lissage, non stationnaire, pour les donnCes des images numCriques de Midicine NuclCaire dCgradCes par du bruit Poissonien, puis l'ont appliqu.4 B des series temporelles d'images sirnulees et cliniques d'ktudes cardiaques synchronides (GBPS) . Le filtre obtenu est automatiquement calculC B partir d'un groupe important (bibliothbque) d'dtudes GBPS similaires, reprksentatives de toutes les Ctudes acquises selon le mime protocole dans une population de patients donnCe (l'ensemble). Le filtre est conqu afin de rCduire la diffhrence du carrC moyen entre les donnCes filtrCes et les valeuls vraies de l'image; il fournit un compromis optimal entre la rCduction du bruit et la dCgradation du signal pour les ClPments de l'ensemble. Le filtre est CvaluC au moyen d'ensembles de GBPS simulCs par ordinateur. Des bibliothbques d'Ctudes dCgrad6es par du bruit Poissonien et non dCgradCs ont 6tC gCnCr6es. Les auteurs ont utili& des bibliothbques possCdant jusqu'lr 400 Ctudes simulbes et dCgrad6es par du bruit Poissonien pour estimer les filtres temporels optimaw qui, appliquCs B des 61Cments d'un ensemble dCgradis par du bruit Poissonien et non inclus dans les bibliothbques, r6duisent l'erreur quadratique moyenne de 65% pour les donnCes brutes. Lorsque les v a l e w optimales du filtre ont CtC calculCes avec des Ctudes non bruitbes, la rCduction correspondante est de 83%.
Les a u t e w ont utilis6 des bibliothkques des GBPS dCji acquises pour estimer les filtres temporels optimaw pour un ensemble d'6tudes similairement acquises. Ces filtres itaient appliquks aux Ctudes de 13 patients (non inclus dans les bibliothkques d'origine) qui avaient r e y des Ctudes sbquentielles repetCes. Comparaison des donnCes filtr6s et brutes aux moyens des Ctudes r6pCtCs ont dCmontrC que des filtres optimaux calculCs de 400 et 800 Ctudes clinicales rCduisaient l'erreur quadratique moyenne de 56% et 63% respectivement.
Zusammenfassung
Herleitung und Verifikation eines nicht-stationaren, optimalen Glattungsfilters fur nuklearmedizinische Bilddaten.
Ein nicht-stationlirer, optimaler Glattungsfilter fur digitale nuklear-medizinische Bilddaten, die von Poissonrauschen uberlagert sind, wurde entwickelt und angewendet auf zeitlich simulierte, sowie klinische Daten von Blood-Pool-Studien (GBPS 
